
Chapter 507 

After suffering so many wrongs, Fredmen really wanted to go home. 

Moreover, he knew that he could not find a way to restore his glory in Aurous Hill, so he wanted to 

return to Eastcliff again to see if he could find an expert. 

One more thing is very important. His mother is nearly eighty-four years old. As the eldest son, he must 

go back to celebrate her birthday. 

However, his mother asked him to invite Tianqi over, but now it seems that Tianqi still did not forgive 

him. 

However, he still asked Tianqi tentatively: “Uncle, it will be my mother’s birthday banquet in a few days. 

I wonder if you can come to Eastcliff to enjoy it?” 

Tianqi said blankly: “Fredmen, I have already told you that there is no relationship between me and the 

Willson family, so you don’t need to waste your tongue anymore about the birthday party.” 

Fredmen sighed softly and nodded. 

Even though he wanted to put Tianqi this bad Old Master on the ground, he still said very humblely: 

“Since Uncle has made a decision, Fredmen is not reluctant to force it. If this is the case, then I will 

return to Eastcliff first. .” 

Tianqi nodded. 

Fredmen glanced at him, then looked at Charlie, his teeth tickled with hatred, but still did not say a 

word, took his bodyguard, and left dingy. 

Seeing that the plague god finally left, Youngzheng was completely relieved. 

Moreover, he discovered that he actually got a good prescription because of a blessing in disguise. 

It turns out that the root ulcer can be treated with a dozen traditional medicine soup and combined with 

his own urine treatment. This is amazing. If anyone has such a thing in the future, then he can 

completely treat him! 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly stepped forward and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade is truly a Aurous Hill 

genius doctor, and his medical skills are admired. Today, thanks to Mr. Wade’s action, my Wei family can 

survive. The Wei family will remember Mr. Wade’s kindness forever. .” 

The others also bowed their hands and saluted Charlie: “Thank you, Mr. Wade, for saving the Wei family 

in the fire and water. We are grateful.” 

Charlie glanced at them, and said lightly: “I’m not here to hear that you are grateful to me.” 

With that, Charlie pointed at Liang and said to Youngzheng: “Since Liang has solved your Wei family’s 

troubles, as you said, he should be the chairman of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals now, right? When are you 

going for the official announcement?” 



When Youngzheng heard this, a trace of dissatisfaction flashed in his eyes. He was the head of the Wei 

family. When was it the turn of an outsider to drink? 

Besides, how could it be possible to get that wild species as the chairman of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals? 

Barena on the side was also furious, this outsider was really too much! Helping that wild species to grab 

the chairmanship? Doesn’t he know that he is eldest son of the Wei family? 

Liang, who had been insulted for half his life, was extremely excited at this time, and his eyes were full 

of gratitude when he looked at Charlie. 

At this time, he already regarded Charlie as a second-born parent, 

however…… 

Youngzheng smiled at this moment, and said unhurriedly: “Mr. Wade, to tell you, this is the Wei family’s 

family affair, not to mention the appointment of the chairman of the board, which is of great 

importance, and we have to consider long-term considerations.” 
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What he meant was that you, Charlie, are just an outsider, don’t interfere with the Wei family! 

When Liang heard this, his excitement instantly fell into the ice cellar. 

He finally realized that he had been tricked. 

And it was miserable. 

Dad was not prepared to give him a chance at all. 

Even if he took out the precious snow ginseng that his mother left for him, even if he begged Charlie to 

save the Wei family, his father was still not going to make him the chairman. 

At this moment, Charlie frowned, looked at Youngzheng, and asked coldly: “What? Do you want to 

regret it?” 

Youngzheng hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade, you don’t know anything about this. What I told the two dogs at 

that time was that if anyone can help the family solve this problem, whoever has the opportunity to be 

the chairman of the board, Liang contributes to the family today. , Of course, I will make a note for him. 

When the chairman is elected in the future, he will naturally have a better chance of winning.” 

Youngzheng’s rhetoric is a complete rogue, whoever solves the crisis can become chairman of the board, 

and he changed his claim that whoever solves the crisis will have the opportunity to become chairman. 

This “has a chance”, he took the initiative of the whole thing completely in his own hands, which is like 

putting a coin in the hand, and start with it. The coin is positive, and the coin is reversed. It’s the 

opposite, who can win him? 

Barena beside him was also a little angry at this time. Anyway, Fredmen is gone, and the crisis has been 

resolved. He is not so afraid of Charlie anymore. He just blurted out: “Charlie, the family affairs of our 



Wei family. It has nothing to do with outsiders. If you are acquainted, get out, the Wei family still has no 

turn to play wild!” 

Youngzheng is also the kind of old dog that employs people forwards instead of backwards. Seeing that 

his son has come out and tore his face, he simply said directly: “To be honest, I absolutely cannot give 

Wei’s Pharmaceuticals to this wild species from Changbai Mountain. , I have played with countless 

women in my life. This wild mother is the second one. d*mn, she’s just a village girl. If I were not young 

and hot, I would feel uncomfortable around her.” 

When Liang heard this, he shouted angrily: “How can you say that to my mother!” 

Youngzheng glared his eyebrows and shouted coldly: “Why? Do you still want to bark your teeth with 

me? It’s really a d*mn unfamiliar wild species! In this case, the Wei family has raised you for so many 

years, and you don’t know how to repay us. In a vain attempt at the Wei family’s family business? In my 

opinion, you will get out of the Wei family from now on!” 

Liang lowered his head and stood sullenly on the side. Deep down in his heart, he had accepted the 

failure. He blamed himself for being naive and believing Youngzheng’s words! 

That being the case, it doesn’t make any sense to stay in Wei’s house, so it’s better to make a clean 

break with them! 

Thinking of this, Liang clenched his fists, gritted his teeth and said, “Okay! From now on, I and your 

family will be absolutely gracious!” 

Barena was overjoyed in his heart, and said with a smirk: “You wild species, you still have to die with us. 

We wanted to kick you out a long time ago, don’t you know? After raising you for so many years, it’s 

d*mn enough to waste food!” 

Charlie looked at Youngzheng and asked in a cold voice: “Mr. Wei, are you blatantly asking for revenge?” 

Youngzheng said with disdain: “This is the Wei family’s business, and it has nothing to do with you. The 

Wei family doesn’t welcome you right now. Get out of here!” 

Youngzheng didn’t believe in Charlie’s background at all, but there was a prescription that could cure 

Fredmen’s illness. Such a person would definitely not be able to treat himself. 

Moreover, now Fredmen’s illness has been cured, and he has also left the Wei family. Even if he was hit 

and killed by a car when he went out, it had nothing to do with the Wei family. 

That being the case, why bother to put Charlie in his eyes? 

 


